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More recent topics Introduction

Lecture 5 scheme

Beyond traditional star counts: a quick tour on some more recent topics

unusual wavelengths being explored: UV and mid-IR

big spectroscopic surveys

ensemble asteroseismology

Topics only recently enabled by multi-fiber spectrographs and dedicated satellites
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More recent topics Introduction

Stellar content in GALEX wide-area surveys

Bianchi et al. 2010: GALEX All-Sky Imaging Survey and Medium-depth Imaging Survey

selected 28,000 stars with FUV −NUV < −0.13 (Teff > 18, 000 K) −→hot white
dwarfs with negligible contamination from non-stars, in a clearly disk-plane geometry
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More recent topics Introduction

Stellar content in GALEX wide-area surveys

cf. TRILEGAL, distances can be as high as
4 Kpc.

lifetimes of hot WDs depend strongly on their
masses – hence on the initial–final mass relation

still to be explored: whether hot-WD numbers
are consistent with cool ones and binaries (both
from SDSS), constraints on disk extinction
maps, etc.
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More recent topics Introduction

Star counts in the mid-IR

WISE all-sky release: slightly deeper than 2MASS, in 4 MIR passbads. Still relatively
unexplored, but for identitication of brown dwarfs (numerous) and streams (Grillmair et
al. 2013).

2MASS+WISE filters (Yaz Gokce et al.
2013)

gains color discrimination when combined
with 2MASS (Grillmair et al. 2013)

W2, W3 and W4 increasingly sample circumstellar dust around mass-losing AGB stars –
likely strongly biased to ages of 1–2 Gyr and C-rich populations (as indicated by Marigo
et al. 2008 isochrones, and by e.g. SAGE survey in the LMC).
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More recent topics Introduction

The need for more data

As reviewd by other lecturers, discriminating between different processes (e.g. disk heat-
ing, radial migration) requires huge samples of stars with known distances, masses, ages,
kinematics and chemical abundances.

Big spectroscopic surveys −→accurate abundances out to large distances

Big asteroseismic surveys −→accurate masses/ages out to large distances

W.r.t. photometric surveys, they bring sparse samples and complex selection functions.
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More recent topics Big spectroscopic surveys

Big spectroscopic surveys

Already review by Allende Prieto,
new observables they provide: Teff , log g , [M/H], [α/Fe], v sin i , Vrad, ... (at least)
Teff , log g , [M/H] are already in all MW simulation codes, the others may be
implemented.
you may not believe it, but model log g are in general more solid that spectroscopic
ones −→models indicate possible corrections to data analysis
Teff and [M/H] can be used to test AMR and metallicity gradients in the models.

Examples taken from D. Brauer’s poster:
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More recent topics Big spectroscopic surveys

The giant fraction

Example: the giant fraction as derived from log g .

in 2MASS data at |b| ∼ 10◦, hard to separate K giants (likely red clump + lower
RGB) from K+early-M dwarfs
separation easy with spectroscopy, even for σlog g ∼ 0.4 dex as in RAVE DR1
example from Zasowski et al. 2013:

this indicates about the right density ratio between close and distant stars
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More recent topics Big spectroscopic surveys

The selection function

In spectroscopic surveys

just some hundreds of fibers per plate −→sparse samples

if sample is based on simple photometry cuts (e.g. APOGEE, RAVE, or G dwarf
sample of SEGUE), easy to reproduce in the model data (see e.g. Brauer poster)

if instead target selection involves proper motion data (highly heterogeneous in
general), not so simple

In the case of asteroseismic surveys (our next topic)

targets limited by data transfer rate

there are small subsamples of CoRoT data corresponding to simple photometry cuts
(Miglio et al. 2012)

Kepler main survey designed to target “stars more likely to host Earth-like planets in
habitable zone”, complex (but reproducible; Farmer et al. 2013) criteria involving
stellar radii, Teff , extinction, stellar models, etc. (Brown et al. 2011, Batalha et al.
2013)

Fraction of observed stars of a given kind – the selection function – has to be
understood, before any quantitative data–model comparison.
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More recent topics Ensemble asteroseismology

CoRoT
Convection, Rotation and planetary Transits

(slides courtesy by Thaise Rodrigues)

Search for extrasolar planets by transit;

Study stellar interiors by asteroseismology.

First multi-month datasets on solar-type
stars and red giants;

Datasets lengths ranging: 20 - 170 days;

5.4 ≤ mv ≤ 9.4: 12 solar-type stars;

11 . mv . 16.5: > 1000 red giants.

Figure: HR diagram showing stars with detected solar-like oscilations
(Chaplin & Miglio, 2013).
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More recent topics Ensemble asteroseismology

Kepler

Explore the structure and diversity of
planetary systems.

Asteroseismic data available ∼ 14000 red
giants;

Open clusters: NGC6791, NCG6819, NCG
6811;

8 ≤ Kp ≤ 12;

Figure: HR diagram showing stars with detected solar-like
oscillations (Chaplin & Miglio, 2013).
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More recent topics Ensemble asteroseismology

Asteroseismology

Oscillation spectrum → two asteroseismic global parameters:

...1 Large frequency separation ∆ν:
dominant frequency spacing in near
regular pattern of high overtones;

...2 Frequency of maximum power νmax

of the Gaussian-like modulation of the
power spectrum.

.

......

Main sequence stars νmax ∼ 3000 µHz;

Base of red giant branch νmax ∼ 300 µHz;

Red clump giants νmax ∼ 30 µHz.

Figure: Oscillation spectrum of G-type main sequence star observed
by Kepler (Chaplin & Miglio, 2013).
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More recent topics Ensemble asteroseismology

Asteroseismology

Scaling relations:

∆ν ∝ ρ1/2 ∝ M/R3,

νmax ∝ gT
−1/2
eff ∝ M/R2T

−1/2
eff .

The first relation is very well understood (Ulrich 1986), the second is essentially
empirical (e.g. valid for stars in clusters and in Hipparcos) although there is some
decisive progress in explaining it (Balkacem et al 2011).

Together with a Teff , they lead to direct mass and radius measurements:
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even for single stars at a large distances!!!!
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More recent topics Ensemble asteroseismology

With Teff and R ⇒ L = 4πR2T 4
eff;

With L and BCλ(Teff , g) ⇒ Mλ;

With mλ and Mλ ⇒ (mλ −Mλ) = 5 log d + 5.

Figure: Solar like oscillating G-K giants projected on the x-z plane (Miglio
et al. 2011). Figure: Projection on the Galactic Plane.

.

......

When present asteroseismic data are complemented with spectroscopy, masses, radiia,
and distances can be obtained with accuracies of ∼ 10 %. For giants, this implies
knowing ages to ∼ 20 %.
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More recent topics Ensemble asteroseismology

Galactic Archaeology

Radius and mass distributions of Kepler dwarfs (Chaplin et al. 2011):

Radii very well explained by models.

Worrying discrepancy for masses. Why? Still not clear, but complex target selection criteria
by Kepler might be to blame.
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More recent topics Ensemble asteroseismology

Galactic Archaeology

Radius and mass distributions of CoRoT red giants in two different parts of the Galaxy (Miglio et
al. 2013):

.

......

Difference between mass
distributions → different
average heights of observed
fields below the Galactic plane.

Distributions of synthetic population with TRILEGAL:
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More recent topics Ensemble asteroseismology

APOKASC

Need of better spectroscopic parameters for asteroseismic samples is obvious. Nearly all
HR large spectroscopic surveys will target them, e.g. the APOKASC collaboration:

Apache Point Observatory Galactic
Evolution Experiment

Spectroscopic data:

.

...... Teff, log g , vR , [Fe/H], ∼ 15 [X/H]

Kepler Asteroseismic Science Consortium

Asteroseismic data:.

.

...... ρ, M, R, log g , evol. st.

.

......

∼ 10000 APOGEE stars in Kepler fields;
∼ 3000 already observed.
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What is going to be sampled:

Kepler: ` ' 76◦, 7 < b < 18◦ −→perfect to probe vertical structure of thin (and
thick) disk in Solar Circle: e.g. age–hz and age–velocity relations

CoRoT: probe inner and outer disk regions at slightly varying b: good to probe
radial gradients once the vertical ones are well understood.

Figure: Solar like oscillating G-K giants projected on the x-z plane (Miglio
et al. 2011). Figure: Projection on the Galactic Plane.

The future: TESS and (maybe) PLATO, targeting brighter stars over wider areas.
Precious databases even in GAIA era.
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Thanks for your attention!
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